By And By The Night Will Vanish
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Chorus
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH
TOMORROW THE SUN’S GONNA SHINE
SOON THE LONG NIGHT WILL BE OVER, GOOD LORD
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH

Verse 1
THE SUN WILL GO TO REST
IN THE LAP OF THE GOLDEN WEST
JESUS IS THE LIGHT
OF THAT CITY SO BRIGHT
DARKNESS THEN WILL PASS AWAY
IT’LL JUST BE ONE ETERNAL DAY
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH

Verse 2
THE MISTS WILL ROLL AWAY
WHEN JESUS BREAKS THE DAY
THE CLOUDS WILL DISAPPEAR
AND SHADOWS FADE AWAY
WEARY PILGRIMS’ FEET WILL REST
IN THE LAND OF PERFECT HAPPINESS
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH

Chorus
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH
TOMORROW THE SUN’S GONNA SHINE
SOON THE LONG NIGHT WILL BE OVER, GOOD LORD
BY AND BY THE NIGHT WILL VANISH
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